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Numerical simulation of laser powder
bed fusion processes
edited by: M. B. Abrami, C. Ransenigo, M.Tocci, A. Pola, M. Obeidi, D. Brabazon

The need to create increasingly high-performance components using additive manufacturing (AM) technologies appears now extremely pressing. In this context, the recently developed numerical simulation software of AM processes
can represent a powerful tool for predicting the influence of the different parameters on final performances. As for any
process simulation, the reliability of the results depends on the definition of the input parameters and must be verified using experimental data. Therefore, in this work the influence of process parameters as laser power and speed on
the morphological and dimensional characteristics of melt pool was analysed for AISI 316L stainless steel single scan
tracks. A commercial simulation software, FLOW-3D AM ®, was used for numerical modelling. The simulation results
were experimentally verified so that model reliability was validated and input parameters optimized.
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INTRODUCTION

Laser powder bed fusion (L-PBF) is an additive manufacturing (AM) technique that involves the melting of a powder
layer by using a laser moving according to predefined paths [1]. The localized action of the laser, with an extremely

high power, leads to the melt pools formation which, solidifying quickly, turn into tracks of solid material; then, the

subsequent deposition of new layers of powder followed
by corresponding laser passes allows the creation of the

component in three dimensions, layer by layer. This technique promotes a great freedom of design, a limited need

for machining operations, thus ensuring a minimum waste
of material, together with remarkable mechanical proper-

ties. Despite these numerous advantages [2], the obtained

components often show a level of defects that can present

serious critical issues for their service life. Furthermore, the
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ability to monitor the process in real time is very difficult,

given the high speed and complexity of the physical phenomena taking place at melt pool scale [3]. Therefore, a suc-

cessful numerical simulation software for AM technologies
would represent a valid tool to control the evolution of the

process, predict the presence of defects and evaluate the
influence of the various parameters on the final quality.
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In this regard, some studies investigated the effectiveness of
simulation software for the defects prediction: for example,

Lee et al. [4] analysed the influence of laser power and speed
on the arising of balling defect, i.e. surface protrusions, whi-

le Khairallah et al. [5] identified which laser properties have

the greatest influence on the spatter, drops of liquid expelled and deposited on the already processed areas.

Instead, other researches exploited the potential of simulation software with the aim of optimizing process parameters,
in particular by referring to the analysis of the morphology of

the single scan tracks, as the minimum unit that constitutes
additive manufactured parts [6].

Various authors have used this method also in experimental

studies in order to define the optimum process parameters
based on morphology and size of the scan tracks [7-9]. Inde-

ed, several deposition parameters can affect the final quality
of the fabricated parts [10], among which laser power, scanning speed, particle size distribution (PSD) and powder bed

thickness play a major role in determining microstructural

and mechanical properties. Therefore, producing single
scan track varying one-by-one the process parameters appears particularly useful since it is possible to study their effect on a small portion of material.

As for any other manufacturing simulation software, it is
fundamental to define appropriately all the input pre-pro-

cessing parameters in order to model the real process in a
reliable way. However, some of them are not uniquely defi-

ned or easily available yet, which makes the AM simulation a

gations are needed.

Therefore, in this work the commercial software FLOW-3D
AM was used to investigate the influence of some process

parameters (laser power, laser speed, layer thickness) on

simulations of single scan tracks, and the prediction reliability was verified by manufacturing samples in AISI 316L

stainless steel. Among the various alloys studied for additive
manufacturing applications, AISI 316L stainless steel repre-

sents an interesting material for its engineering applications
in a wide range of fields (medical devices, food processing,

pharmaceutical, aerospace and marine components) [11,

12]. Furthermore, it can be successfully processed by laser
powder-bed fusion process as demonstrated by a number

of studies [13-16]. However, the physical phenomena taking

place during the process are extremely complex and the for-

mation of defects, such as porosities or solidification cracks,

is often reported [17, 18]. In general, the definition of a general approach to produce sound parts with high mechanical

properties is still an open question. Therefore, AISI316L steel appears a suitable material for the present study.

The experimental validation of the model allowed to verify

the validity of input parameters and the reliability of the numerical model. This is relevant to propose a sound approach to study the effects of process parameters by numerical
modelling. This is time and cost-saving and allows a more

effective analysis as opposed to a trial and error approach
during the first steps of production.

powerful but not fully validated tool and thus further investi-

EXPERIMENTAL

PROCEDURE

NUMERICAL MODEL

Simulation of L-PBF process with AISI 316L stainless ste-

el powders was the object of the study. Simulations were
carried out by using the commercial software FLOW-3D

AM, which consists in two modules. First, the powder bed
generation was modelled using DEM (Discrete Element
Method), while the melting of the powder when hit by the

laser and the following melt pool solidification was simu-

lated using the WELD module (Finite Volume Method,
FVM).

DEM requires as input parameters the particle size di-
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stribution and the friction coefficients with the walls and
among the powder particles themselves, considered as rigid spheres. In this way, it is possible to model the relative
movement of the particles when hit by the blade and spread over a substrate to form the powder bed. The PSD used

as simulation input for the case studies discussed in the
present work was extracted from [19], where it was mea-

sured with laser diffraction technique, and approximated
with discrete intervals, as reported in Fig.1 .
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Fig.1 Particle size distribution of powders

Once the layer is obtained, it is converted into a .stl file and imported into the WELD module in which, after setting the
process parameters, the simulation of the melting and solidification phase can be performed. Process parameters related
to the different cases studies are presented in Tab.1.

Tab.1 - Simulation parameters of the cases of study.
Scanning speed

Layer thickness

140

50

60

B

140

100

60

C

140

50

60

D

140

100

60

E

140

50

90

F

140

100

90

G

140

50

90

H

140

100

90

Track

Power [W]

A

Simulations were carried out with different combinations
of laser power and speed to study their effects on the qua-

lity and morphology of the track obtained. The four combinations presented in Tab.1 were then repeated for the
case of layer thickness of 60 μm and of 90 μm. A mesh of
about 1.2 million of elements was created for each case.

Finally, to set simulations it is necessary to define the parameter called “Fluid Absorption Rate” which quantifies the

laser energy absorbed by the substrate. A value of 0,6 was
used as suggested by the literature [20]. Concerning the
laser spot size, it was set equal to 36 μm.
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[cm/s]

[μm]

From the elaboration of the simulation results, it was pos-

sible to perform measurements of melt pool dimensions,

which were then used for the model validation by comparison with data obtained from experimental tests. In addi-

tion, the morphology of the simulated tracks was compared with the real track (details in the next paragraph).

For the cases showing a good match with experimental
results, melt pool dimensions were measured in six different sections. Based on the measurements obtained from

simulations, the melt pool depth/width ratio was calcula-

ted to investigate the melting mode. Indeed, there are two
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different melting modes determining distinct depth profi-

duction melting mode regime can be detected, characte-

when temperature in the melt pool is too high above the

The melting mode determination is necessary for the track

les and melt pool shapes. Keyhole melting mode happens

liquidus temperature and consequently metal vaporiza-

tion can occur causing voids formation. The strong recoil

pressure generated as result creates a deep melt pool with

a keyhole shape and a high depth-to-width ratio. If the maximum temperature is lower than the boiling one, a con-

rized by a roughly semi-cylindrical shape of the melt pool.

stability evaluation, as keyhole mode is associated with a

greater presence of defects (keyhole porosity, spatter),

while the conduction mode involves greater stability and
process control and as such is the desired one [21].

EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS
The alloy used in the present study is commercial AISI

316L stainless steel powder. Details on chemical composition can be found in [19]. Samples were manufactured as

single scan tracks of 10 mm length. The samples were produced in an Aconity Mini building chamber saturated with
Ar, using the same parameters reported in Tab.1. The laser
spot size was 36 μm.

First, the top view of the tracks was analysed with LEICA
DMS 300 digital microscope to observe the track morpho-

logy. Then the scan tracks were cut, mounted in acrylic
resin and polished up to mirror finishing. The obtained

samples were etched in Vilella reagent in order to highli-

ght the presence of melt pools and the microstructure and
observed with LEICA DMI5000M optical microscope.

RESULTS

TRACK MORPHOLOGY EVALUATION
Fig. 2 shows the comparison between simulated and real
tracks in order to observe their morphology as a function
of the different process parameters tested for the layer

with thickness of 60 μm. Analogously, Fig. 3 shows the
same comparison for a layer of thickness of 90 μm.

From this comparison, three main cases appear: 1) good

the morphology of the real track is well predicted by the
simulation; 2) partial agreement between results (simula-

tions C, G) when the track morphology is well modelled
only in the second half; 3) no agreement between results
(simulation D, H).

agreement between results (simulations A, B, E, F) when

Fig.2 Comparison between simulation and experimental results of track morphology, with 60 μm of layer thickness and with (a) 140 W and (b) 170 W of laser power, see Table 1 for further process parameters.
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Fig.3 Comparison between simulation and experimental results of track morphology, with 90 μm of layer thickness and with (a) 140 W and (b) 170 W of laser power, see Table 1 for further process parameters.

From these comparisons, it emerges that as laser speed
increases, real track morphologies are not well predicted

by the software. This is due to the wide window of simu-

lation parameters combination used: in these conditions,
it was noted that the parameter "Fluid Absorption Rate”
depends on laser power and speed. This result appears

extremely relevant since in literature, "Fluid Absorption
Rate" is usually set as constant and its dependence on the
process parameters is not normally taken into conside-

ration. In fact, the "Fluid Absorption Rate" parameter can

sults. Finally, the last aspect to be considered concerns
the volume of metal surrounding the track: in the model,

the simulated metal surface is in fact much smaller (3 x 0.5
mm) than that of the real process. For this reason, in simulations, heat exchange is limited and the heat retained by

the powder and melted metal is greater. Simulating a larger surface of powders and substrate would better represent the real process conditions and should allow more
reliable results to be obtained.

be correlated to the physical property of absorptivity [20],

which represents the fraction of incident radiation absorbed or absorbable by the body, in this case by the powder

bed. This property varies significantly depending on many
factors, such as the material surface roughness, PSD, spatial distribution of particles, laser beam size, and on laser

power and velocity. This confirms the need to fully understand how to set the "Fluid Absorption Rate" parameter

within simulations in order to obtain reliable results able
to predict reality.

Another dependence to take in consideration is that of
temperature, in particular for the modelling of the initial part of the track, which in some cases (i.e. Fig.2b-3b)

appears too wide compared to reality. In fact, this area is
characterized by high overheating due to the laser turn

on, especially when the power is high. Therefore, in this

regard, setting a “Fluid Absorption Rate” depending on
temperature could provide more precise simulation re-
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MELT POOL DIMENSIONS
Further analyses were carried out for the tracks characterized by good agreement between simulations and experimental
evidence, i.e. tracks A, B, C, E, F, G. The size of the melt pool was measured for these tracks in terms of width, length, and
height, as shown in Fig.4.

Fig.4 Schematic representation of size measurements for the cross section of melt pool.
Measurements were repeated in six different sections for

be noted that as laser scanning speed increases, melt pool

were calculated. For the simulated tracks showing partial

ded to the powder bed. Conversely, by increasing power,

each sample and average value and standard deviations
agreement, measurements were performed only in the se-

cond half of the scan, which was the most in line with the
experimental track. Results are summarized in Fig. 5. It can

width and depth decreases due to the lower energy provi-

dimensions increase due to the greater molten volume of
powders. Similar relative variations were predicted from
the simulations in melt pool width, depth and height.

Fig.5 Melt pool measures (and corresponding standard deviation) for simulated tracks in agreement with real
tracks, in the cases of a layer thickness of (a) 60 μm and (b) 90 μm
Based on numerical simulation results, the depth/width ratio was also calculated, shown in Fig. 6, with the aim to investigate the melting mode for each track.
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Fig.6 Depth/width ratio (and corresponding standard deviation) for simulated tracks in agreement with
real tracks.
MODEL VALIDATION
Analysing values reported in Fig. 6, it emerges that the

Fig. 7, both in terms of melt pool morphology and di-

track G, being the only one with average value of depth/

are characterized by a semi-cylindrical shape, typical of

only sample likely exposed to a keyhole melting mode is
width ratio slightly higher than 1. Tracks B and F exhibit

instead the lowest depth/width ratio, and as such should

ensure a stable conduction melting mode. To verify this,
cross sections of these tracks were observed by optical
microscope. Results of the comparisons are shown in

mension. It can be noticed that both the real melt pools
the conduction mode, as predicted by simulations. Fur-

thermore, dimensional analysis shows a good agreement
between simulated and experimental results, thus confirming the validity of the model.

Fig.7 Simulation and experimental results for track B and F, for (a) shape and (b) dimensions of the melt pool.
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CONCLUSIONS
In the present work, numerical simulations of laser pow-

der bed fusion of several single scan tracks in AISI 316L
were carried out. Simulation results were then experimentally validated, in terms of morphology and dimensions of

the tracks obtained. The case studies presented demonstrate the numerical simulation potentiality of effectively
represent additive manufacturing processes. In particular,

the need to properly calibrate the numerical modelling

way. When this occurs, in fact, as investigated for the “Flu-

id Absorption Rate” parameter, the software prediction
capability is extremely accurate. Despite the small size of
geometries used in the simulations, results obtained are

representative of larger samples, taking advantage of the
stratified construction typical of additive manufacturing
processes.

according to the process parameters was highlighted, as

a key aspect to exploit the software potential in the best
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